Fortnight ending 29 May 2015

Kinder Staff: Sherryl & Christine

Dear Parents,
At Camberwell Junction we roll out a carefully
planned curriculum aimed at providing play
based learning activities to develop skills that
will be versatile for the children during the transition stage to school.
Each child has their own pace of learning
Children acquire skills in different ways and
their learning is not always linear. Please speak
to us if you have any suggestions or concerns
about your child so that we can encapsulate
your feedback into our child specific plans.
The intentional teaching program for the
next fortnight
We will move from the topic’ Rain’ (connected to
the ‘Jump for Joy’ activity) to water during this
fortnight. The children will be learning about the:
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Water cycle
Why water is important to all living beings
Items that dissolve in water and items that
do not dissolve
Please discuss with your child about water especially concentrating on the above three areas.
We invite you to contribute to our curriculum because it is beneficial for the children’s learning
when parents and teachers work in partnership
[EYLF].
Thank you for your continued support.
Kinder Staff

Rose said “I did it “
We aim to assist the children to achieve
their potential and scaffold them to perform
at a higher level

Introduction
to Animals
The children love pets. Animals such as dogs,
cats, birds and rabbits are some of the common
pets the children are normally connected in
family and social environments. The ‘animal
display’ at our centre was an opportunity for the
children to extend their awareness on the animal kingdom and to think beyond their usual
horizons.
It was an event full of surprises! See below
what the children encountered during this activity!

This event redefined the
children’s perception
about pets and broaden their understanding on non
conventional human-animal interactions. The children became confident in touching and handling
types of animals they would otherwise inherently
have a fear in dealing with.
Surprisingly, the children became increasingly confident in handling the animals such as a python and
insects they have never seen before.

The children are listening to the instructor. The children learned that they have to remain quiet so that
there will not be any stress for the animals, the animals have to be handled gently and should not do
anything to hurt the animals or provoke them.
It is an important learning for the children to be empathetic towards other creatures. The children learned
that animals too have feelings and do not want to be
hurt. It was an excellent opportunity for the children to
look at the world from the eyes of the animals.

The kinder staff also
engaged in the demonstration.
Involvement of kinder
staff enhanced the
confidence of the children to engage in this
activity and participate
without any fear.

Demonstration is a useful strategy to convey a
message to the children. Demonstrations provide connections between facts and real world
situations.
The children can relate their learnings to memories acquired through demonstrations and retrieve those memories later to use in a wide
variety of situations.

Introduction to
Animals
Interactions with children

As the activity progressed the
children became increasingly
confident to explore, investigate and to touch various animals.
‘This one is funny!’ Sam is
having a closer look at an insect.

‘He is looking at me’ Isabel having a direct look at the frog.

‘See who is on my head!’ Oscar
was careful to ensure that the frog
will not fall.

‘See. I am dancing’ Aishu having an
inspect on her arm while trying a
dance movement. Aishu is very confident.

Edward is adopting a cautious
approach before touching the
turtle.

Other leanings from this activity
Number of legs the animals had—counting
Sensory feeling – slimy, spiky slippery skin textures
Food different animals eat, where they live and how
often they eat
Life cycle of a frog- Tadpole become a frog
Introduction of male and female animals and their
differing body patterns and sizes
Animals also like to be happy and they do not like to
be hurt and feel pain

What do you call a baby frog?
Tadpole
Jonathan answered correctly.

‘I got two frogs!. Sam is posing to the photograph confidently. Sam enjoyed participating
in these activities and often was willing to volunteer to engage in demonstrations.

Animals
Interactions with children
Here Mac is motivated by staff
and the other children to touch the turtle. Sometimes
taking the initial step is very hard but with the help of
others, the children learn and become confident.
We strive to provide an environment for the children to
take calculated risks and explore new areas which they
do not encounter in the in the day to day life.

Tips to parents
Discuss with your child about the interactions with
the animals during this kinder activity and your child’s
experience in touching different animals.

Safety is an important aspect that was discussed during this activity.
The most important learnings are:
Difference between pets and wild animals
Dangers in interacting with wild animals
Right of wild animals to be left alone
Existence of a wide range of animals with differing level of safety risks

Jump for
Joy

Jump for joy is a program based on music to promote:




Imagination
The ability to move the body to music
the concentration span.

The theme was the ‘Sound of Rain’. The sound of
rain was created using music and the children
moved their bodies to the rhythm of music resembling the conditions during a heavy rain storm.

‘It is raining hard’
‘I am getting wet’
‘I like to play in the rain’
It was evident from the conversations among the
children that they were immersed in this theme.
The specially created music provided a conducive
environment for the children to imagine the conditions of rain.

Learning about other cultures during the jump for
joy session

As an extension to this activity, the children were
introduced the sounds of various musical instruments. The children were also shown pictures of
various musical instruments.
Recoded music was played and the children were
asked to guess the musical instruments used and
the children responded with a range of answers
showing their awareness and connectedness to the
outside world.
Introduction of orchestra and rock bands was also
done during this activity. The children were interested in discussing about rock bands and electrical
guitars used by these bands.

Books from
other cultures
introduced to
other children

Tips to Parents
Discuss about different musical instruments with your child. Bring musical instruments found in different places you visit to the attention of your child.

Jump fro Joy—Learning about other cultures

Children dressed in cloths from
other cultures

The instructor is explaining a different
culture. The children were given
flower necklaces to wear and to prepare to a dance to a new cultural
musical rhythm.

Learning features of other
cultures broaden the children’s knowledge about
the world

Jump fro Joy—Music from other cultures

Children examined the Didgeridoo and observed the art work done on that.
The children were told that only men were
allowed to play the Didgeridoo. Children
were also given small sicks with different
aboriginal painting.

An Instructor introducing Aboriginal culture

Aboriginal artist with her painting in the
back\ground was introduced to the children

The children created music using sticks. They
danced to the music created by sticks.
The most important learning was that the children understood that music and musical
rhythms can be created using natural and non
conventional items.

PLAYING WITH SCHOOL CHILDREN

The school children engage in community work
in our Kinder. Kinder children love to play with
them.

The Kinder children call them “Big
guys”

Kinder children are listening to a
story read by a school going child
who does community work

Big boys join kinder children in the
outside play area. The children like to
play with them outside.

“I can catch the ball” Alexander is playing with a
big guy and learning to catch the ball

Reading a book (indoor). The school children
come every Friday to the centre. The kinder
children play hide and seek, passing the ball,
pushing the bikes, running and playing chasing. The kinder children are very happy to see
them come to the centre. They also help children to create meaningful art work, building
with blocks and draw various objects.

Some of the other activities undertaken during
the fortnight
Relaxation
The relaxation activity was based on a story of a kangaroo. The children closed their eyes and concentrated
while listening to the story.
The children learned to concentrate and use imagination
to build up the story in their minds.
Rainbow rice
The children continued to create numerous artifacts using
rainbow rice. The children used glue and pasted rainbow
rice in different shapes. They learned about different colours and most of the art work involved practicing fine motor skills.

Shristi was wearing an Indian
cultural costume.

We welcome the following children to the kinder room.
Sam, Ethan and Eva. All of them have settled well in the new
environment.

Isabel and Shristi are taking
turns to read a book to the
friends. Playing teachers

Gallery
We have included a range of additional pictures in the
Gallery depicting interesting moments involving the children for your information.
“I am mum going to visit my
friend” Says Rosa
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Dress-up activities

GALLERY
Autumn Activities

